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Let S’ be a complex Hilbert space. As usual, the inner product of two 
vectors X, y in .8 will be denoted by (x, y). Throughout this paper, J will 
denote a self-adjoint, unitary operator on s?: J = J* and J2 = I (the identity 
operator on SF). The equation 
defines a second inner product [., *] which is indefinite unless J = & I. 
A bounded operator A on &’ is said to be J-self-adjoint if [AAX, r] = [x, Ay] 
for all X, y E S. This condition may be written (JAx, y) = (IX, Ar) for all 
X, y, or JA = A*J, i.e., ]A = (IA)*. Thus A is J-self-adjoint if and only if 
JA is self-adjoint. The study of J-self-adjoint operators was initiated by 
Pontrjagin [6], and further developed by Iohvidov, Krein, Langer, Phillips 
and others (see the survey articles [2, 31). 
A bounded operator A on .%? is called strictly J-positiwe if [Ax, x] > 0 for 
every x # 0. Since this condition means (JAx, X) > 0 for all x # 0, a strictly 
J-positive operator is necessarily J-selfadjoint. It is well known and easily 
seen that every eigenvalue of a strictly J-positive operator A is a nonzero 
real number. Indeed, if Ax = p for some complex number ~1 and some 
vector x # 0, then 0 < [AAX, x] = (JAx, x) = ~(Jx, x), so p is a nonzero 
real number and has the same sign as the real number (IX, x). Recently 
Phillips [5] obtained a minimax characterization for the eigenvalues of a 
strictly J-positive compact operator. In this paper, we shall prove the follow- 
ing results on extremal characterization for the sums of eigenvalues of a 
strictly J-positive compact operator. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a strictly J-positive compact operator on X, and let 
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be the positive and negative eigenvalues of d repeated according to their multi- 
plicities. Then for every index II such that h,, or K, esists, we have 
(3) 
Here the maximum and the minimum are taken over all systems of n vectors 
ix1 I x, ,..., x~} satisfying [AX~ , xj] = 8, . 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a strictly J-positive compact operator on s?, and let 
its esgenvalues be arranged in (1). Let s1 < s2 < ... < s, be n positive integers 
such that hSn or K, exists. Then n 
and 
z min max ~~C~.&~~c!P, C [Axj , Axj]. 
dwr&‘j==si [$j$3ij i=l 
(5) 
More explicitly, (4) amounts to the combination of the following two 
statements: (a) For any n subspaces L.Zr C LZa C ... C -Ep, of S with dim Yj = sj 
(I < j < n), the minimum of xy=, [AX? , ,4xj] taken over all systems of n 
vectors (x1 , xs ,... , x,} satisfying xi E 9i and [Ax*, xi] = 6, (i,j = 1, 2 ,..., n) 
is <$l+h2+ ... + X,,. (b) There exists a choice of n subspaces 
PI C 9s C ... C 2, with dim L$ = sj (1 < j < n) such that the minimum of 
CT=, [Axj , Axi] taken over all systems of n vectors {x1 , xs ,..., x,} satisfying 
xj E L$ and [Ax, , xi] = 6, is = AS1 + hSe + .*. + h, . Also (5) may be 
explicitly formulated as the combination of two similar statements. Theorem 2 
is analogous to a theorem of Wielandt [7, Theorem l] which characterizes 
sums of eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix or a compact self-adjoint operator. 
Unlike Phillips’ theorem 151, our Theorems 1 and 2 do not involve maximal 
strictly J-positive (or strictly J-negative) subspaces. A subspace of S? is 
called strictly J-positive (resp. strictly J-negative), if [x, X] > 0 (resp. 
[x, x] < 0) for every nonzero vector x of the subspace. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. In view of J2 = Z and the strict J-positivity of A, 
we have (A Jx, x) = ( J2A Jx, x) = (]A Jx, Jx) = [A Jx, Jx] > 0 for x # 0, 
so A J is a positive operator. Let B = (A J)1/2 be the positive square root of 
A J. Following Lax and Phillips [4, 51, we consider the self-adjoint operator C 
defined by C = B JB. Clearly B, C are compact. We have 
and 
J-(A) = N(B) = (0) (6) 
-%A) c 9’(B), (7) 
where N(A) and W(A) denote, respectively, the null-space and the range 
of A. That N(A) = (0) is an immediate consequence of the strict J-positivity 
of A. It follows that .A’&4 J) = (0). Then N(B) = (0) follows from 
.4’-(B) C A’-(B2) = &‘-(A J). 
(7) is easily seen from 
W(A) = W(A J) = 92(B2) C W(B). 
For a vector x E S and a real number p, the relation Cx = px is equivalent 
to BCx = Z&x, since N(B) = (0). But 
BC = B2JB = A JJB = AB, 
so we have the equivalence 
Cx = PCL.~: andx # 0 o ABx = pBx and Bx + 0. (8) 
On the other hand, suppose that Ay = py and 0 # y E A?. Then, as an 
eigenvalue of the strictly J-positive operator A, p # 0. So 
y = p-lAy E W(A) C W(B), 
and there is a unique x E ~9’ such that Bx = y. Then the relation Ay = py 
becomes ABr = pBx. This fact combined with (8) shows that C and A have 
the same eigenvalues. Furthermore, if {ei} and {fi} are eigenvectors of C 
such that 
Cei = Xiei , cfi = Kifi , (9) 
(ei , ej) = &ij , (fi 9 fj) = %j 9 (ei ,fj) = 0; (10) 
and if 
ui = Bei , vi = Bfi , (11) 
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then ui , wi are eigenvectors of A: 
Aui = Aiui , Av, = KiVi . (12) 
This relationship between the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of C and those of 
A was observed and used by Lax and Phillips [4, 51. Since 
[Ui , Uj] = (/Be, , Bej) = (BJBei , ej) = (Ce, , ej) = hi(ei , ej), 
similarly 
[vi 3 wjl = Ki(fi ,fj), 
and 
[ui , vj] = (]& , Bh) = (BJBe, , fj) = (Cei , fi) = Xi(Q , fj), 
we have 
[Ui 9 Uj] = Ai8i.j p [Vi , Vj] = Kit& , [Ui 2 Wj] = 0. (13) 
Consider now n vectors x1 , x2 ,..., x, such that 
[Axi , xi] = 6, (i,j = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
Since W(A) C%‘(B) and N(B) = {0}, there exists for each i = 1,2,..., n, 
a unique vector yi E A? such that Axi = Byt . We have Byi = Axi = B2]xi 
or B( yi - B]xi) = 0, so yi = BJx~ . Then 
(Yi 3 yj) = (B/X, 9 B]x~) = (/B”Jxi 5 Xj) = (./AX, 3 Xj) = [& 3 xj], 
and therefore 
(Yi 9 Yj) = hj 9 (i,j = 1, 2 ,..., n). (14) 
Since A1 , A, ,..., A, are the first tl positive eigenvalues of the compact, self- 
adjoint operator C, (14) implies [l, Theorem I] that 
il hi 2 gl tcYi 9 Yi)* 
But 
(Cyi 9 yi) = (B/&i 1 J’i) = (IBy, 9 BYi) = (IAX, 9 Axi) = [Axi 9 Axi 
so 
f Ai > 2 [Axi 3 Axi]. (15) 
i-l i-1 
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Thus inequality (15) holds for any n vectors x1 , xs ,..., X, satisfying 
[AXi , Xj] = Sij m 
Finally, if we choose 4, = I\;‘ut (i = 1, 2,..., n), then by (12) and (13), 
A& = ui and [A& , ~$1 = hyl[ui , uj] = Sij . Also, we have 
[A& , Ai&] = [ui , ui] = hi , 
so 
i [Ai& , Ai&] = i Ai . 
i-1 i=l 
Thus inequality (15) becomes equality when xi = $i (1 < i < n). This 
proves (2). 
Similarly, (3) is proved by using a minimum characterization for the sum 
r z=-1 ,ci of the first n negative eigenvalues of the compact self-adjoint opera- 
tor C [I, Theorem 11. 
Proof of Theorem 2. As the proofs of (4) and (5) are similar, we shall prove 
(4) only. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we shall make use of the relationship 
between the eigenvalues, eigenvectors of A and those of C = BJB, where 
B = (AJ)‘/“. 
Consider n subspaces P’I C _Epz C ... C 9* of &’ with dim Yj = sj 
(1 < j < rz). By (7) and (6), there is for each j, a unique subspace &I, of Z? 
with dimdj = si such that A(L-Q = B(Jkt’j). Then ~%r CJ?, C ... CJZ~. 
Denote by P the orthogonal projection of H onto A,, . Let D denote the 
restriction of PCP to the s,-dimensional subspace An . Clearly D is self- 
adjoint. Let the eigenvalues of D be pr 2 pa > ... 3 ps . Then since 
A, > A, > .** >, X, are the first s, positive eigenvalues of th”e compact self- 
adjoint operator C, it is a well known consequence of the classical minimax 
property of the eigenvalues of compact self-adjoint operators that 
hi b Pi (i = 1, 2 ,..., s,). (16) 
By a theorem of Wielandt [7, Theorem 11, we have 
Choose j$ , j2 ,..., 9, such that 9i E JIj , (li ,9j) = Sii and 
(17) 
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Since A(gj) = S(Aj) and M(A) = (01, there is for each j = I, 2 ,..., n, 
a unique .$ E Yj such that A.Gj = B$j . From 
B(j, - B]Sj) = B9j - B*JGj = .kGj - Aij r= 0, 
we obtain jJj = B Jgj and 
Furthermore, 
which combined with (17) and (16) gives 
holds for any choice of n subspaces =J& C 6pz C ... C 6p, with dim sj = sj 
(1 <j <n). 
Let u.~ (i = 1,2, 3,...) have the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 1 
(see (9) and (11)). For each j = 1, 2 ,..., 71, let pj denote the +-dimensional 
subspace spanned by u1 , u2 ,..., usi . We claim that 
To verify this, consider any n vectors x1 , x2 ,..., x, such that xj E gj and 
[Axj , xi] = 1 (1 < j < n). Write xj = z& cjiui . Then by (12) and (13) 
we have 
rlxj = f CjiAiUi 
i=l 
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and 
= gl 1 cji iz Ai 
sj 
2 kj C I Cji I2 h2 
i=l 
= XSj[ANj ) Xj] = hSj . 
Hence, 
.$ [Axj ’“fxjl 3 AsI + As2 +. . . + h, 
holds for any n vectors x1, x2 ,..., X, satisfying xj E Pj and [Axj , Xj] = 1 
(1 <j < n). This proves (19), which combined with (18) gives the desired 
result (4). 
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